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®
 MATERIALS:   

 AKC Service Dog Training 
Session video 

 
RESOURCES: 

 Americans with Disabilities 
Act-Service Animals 

 AKC’s Service, Therapy, and 
Working Dogs Flier 
(additional preparation)  

 Newfie Story Starter 

 
OTHER MATERIALS: 

 Pictures of service, therapy, 
and working dogs 

 Pens 

 Markers 

 Paper 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Topic: Dogs in Our Community 
OBJECTIVE: ILLUSTRATE THE IMPORTANCE OF SERVICE, THERAPY, AND 
WORKING DOGS WITHIN THE COMMUNITY AND DEMONSTRATE HOW THESE 
DOGS HELP PEOPLE EVERY DAY. 
 

PREPARATION:     

1. If there is a K-9 unit in your community, invite them to bring a dog. 
Additionally, ask a club member to bring a breed that is frequently used as 
a service or therapy dog. 

2. Review the AKC Service Dog Training Session video. 
 

SUGGESTED PROCEDURE:     

1. Show the AKC Service Dog Training Session video. 

2. Discuss the difference between service, therapy, and working dogs. Discuss 
a few breeds that typically do each type of work and the qualities that 
make each breed suited to it. For example, a good sense of smell for 
tracking or a calm, alert and gentle personality for service. Allow your 
guests to explain their roles as well as their dogs’. 

3. Discuss the different people involved with service, therapy, and working 
dogs, such as trainers, breeders, foster parents and the people who use 
the dogs. Explain the role of each and how they work together. 

4. Discuss how service, therapy and working dogs benefit the community. For 
example, there might be a current news story about a dog rescuing its 
family from a fire, or a SAR dog that has assisted with finding a lost child.  

 

SUGGESTED QUESTIONS:  

1. Where do you see service dogs? Therapy dogs? Working dogs? 

2. How can you tell the difference between these dogs and a pet? 

3. What different jobs do dogs do? 

4. How do service dogs help the lives of people with disabilities? 

5. Describe the bond you think would develop between a service dog and its 
owner. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wbBROujM5r0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wbBROujM5r0
http://www.ada.gov/service_animals_2010.htm
http://www.ada.gov/service_animals_2010.htm
http://images.akc.org/pdf/public_education/newfie.pdf
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Topic: Dogs in Our Community continued 

 

SUGGESTED ANSWERS: 

1. You can see these dogs anywhere you see people, such as your local park 
or the grocery store. Service dogs help all types of people in all types of 
locations every day. You could see a service dog leading a vision-impaired 
woman down the sidewalk. Or you might see a therapy dog at a local 
hospital. Or you might see a police officer with a German Shepherd Dog on 
patrol.  

2. Service, therapy and working dogs typically wear a special harness that 
identifies them. Some dogs wear small signs asking people not to pet them 
because they are working.  A companion dog should be on a leash with a 
collar. 

3. K-9 dogs work with police officers and often sniff out drugs and help track 
criminals. Search-and-rescue dogs are trained to find victims after a natural 
disaster such as an earthquake or a hurricane. Service dogs assist the 
disabled in numerous ways, such as leading the blind or assisting a person 
in a wheelchair. Therapy dogs visit nursing homes and hospitals and 
provide companionship for the elderly or the hospitalized. There are also 
herding, hunting, performance and many more jobs that dogs do. 

4. A service dog will often improve the quality of life for a disabled person. 
Service dogs support their owners. In turn, the owners can accomplish 
tasks previously only dreamed about. For example, a dog can alert its 
hearing-impaired owner when the doorbell rings, lead its vision-impaired 
owner down a crowded sidewalk, and even learn to tug open a refrigerator 
door so its owner can get an item. 

5. The bond that can develop between a service dog and its handler can be 
one of the strongest bonds between human and canine. Owners describe a 
deep affection for their dogs and talk about the dog’s abilities to 
understand their moods and respond to their needs. K-9 officers have been 
known to continue to care for their canine partners after the dog is past its 
working years and retired from the force. 

 

HAVE EACH CHILD… 

1. Write thank-you letters to the law enforcement officers in your community 
who work with K-9 units. 

2. Draw pictures of service dogs assisting people in their community. Identify 
what the dog is doing and explain why the action is important. 

3. Write a story about the day in the life of a service dog. 

4. Complete the “Newfie Story Starter” Activity. 

 

NOTES: 

 

 

 


